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IRON WASH

INGENIOUS
CAR CARE

Article code: 1804

Products for professionals

Pure

On rims
1 min

On paint
5-15 min

7

Hoog

Description:

Iron wash quickly and visibly removes small metal particles, such as industrial fallout and brake dust from the paint and rims of
a car.

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pH neutral product
Safe to use on all areas of the vehicle
Usable as precleaner
Visible removal of particles due to purple colouring of the iron reacting with iron wash
Faster results in contrast to comparable products
Better fragrance experience in contrast to similar products
High thickness of product compared with other brands

Application:

Flying metal particles (fly rust), caused by industry, the catenary of the train track and the braking of the car can get stuck on
the paint of a car. These hard to remove particles can be removed quickly and effectively by washing the paint with Iron Wash.
This pH neutral product reacts with these particles, creating a purple “bleeding” effect and dissolving the metal particles. It can
be applied with a sponge but also with clay products to speed up the effect. Iron Wash also cleans stubborn brake dust, making
it excellent for use as a safe PH neutral rim cleaner.

Directions for use:

Spray the Iron Wash undiluted on the surface to be treated and leave to work for 5-15 minutes. After a few minutes, the present
metal particles such as fly rust and brake dust will turn purple. On lacquers, a wash mitt can be used to soak the Iron Wash
even better and remove the remaining dirt. Make sure the Iron Wash is rinsed thoroughly and do not allow the product to dry.
Otherwise white stains may appear on the lacquer.
In case of stubborn dirt the treatment can be repeated. Iron Wash has a very characteristic odour. When used on wheels: mist
with pure product. Leave on for a maximum of 1 minute and then rinse with a high-pressure cleaner before the purple colour
changes to a brown colour.
Always check the product in an inconspicuous place before use to avoid possible damage.

Tips & tricks:
•

•

If you want to clay the paint of the car with Iron Wash, clean the paint with Royal Forte or Twister Comfort first. This removes
all loose dirt and prevents scratching. When applying, make sure that there is no water film on the paint. This will cause the
Iron Wash to adhere less well to the fleece rust and metal particles. Spray the whole car with Iron Wash and clay the paint
with a Claypad. Then spray the whole car clean.
Do not use Iron Wash in full sun to prevent the product from drying too quickly.
Check the video here:
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For safety information, refer to the MSDS.
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